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 Mentor-Text Mini-.Lesson:  Teaching Strategically with a Purpose and an End in Mind  

Lesson Intention:  Student will be highly engaged and use text features to determine big ideas.  Students will note the role of visual media and use of Posters as a type of writing. 
Mentor Texts  The Highest Tide by Jim Lynch, Bold Poster from Nelson Grade , Highest tide guided reading cards from Nelson Literacy and overhead of Tidal Pools 
Big Ideas of today’s lesson (key concepts, essential understandings): Powerful readers can recognize the purpose of the text features and use the text features to quickly answer questions    
 
Students will understand that…Powerful readers visualize before, during and after the read.  Non-fiction Texts – Students writing samples will include mentor text  features . 
 
Student outcomes (learning outcomes that will be addressed): Identify text patterns for “Descriptive” Paragraphs– Distinguish main idea from details in articles.  Create example sample of descriptive text/or 
Poster/prove facts. 
 
 
Connecting Purpose:  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Purpose:  Engage prior 
knowledge/Predict content/Focus 
on A purpose for reading: 
 
Habitats , what are they … 
I will read aloud and think aloud,My 
visualizing –Use Think Aloud  to 
show how to make connections.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Purpose:  Word Work : 
I will introduce Voc. In/Out (?) 
Tidal Pool   Hotel Pool Algae 
Surf    Ski Hill 360 
Splash Zone  Plankton 
Crevice   Snowboard, Lichen, Limpet 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Purpose: 
 
I will review topic “Tide Pools”  
Text organized with details 
Text Features Visual <  Diagrams 
 
 
 
 
 
 

What I’m thinking:  The Why 

Using the bright and bold poster and 
Bold poster  to engage students in 
the concept of “Tidal Pools”   
By presenting a well planned poster  
we can make connections and build 
schema for  Habitat :Tidal Pools 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Read pg. 3 –from Swift novel read   
Alouds  Now focus on key words that  
Help you visualize tidal flats . 
Note words that describe sounds, 
Sights, smells. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Ask students to reflect on importance 
of tidal pools and how their 
understanding has changed.  Can 
they generate at least two inquiry 
questions for information circle work? 
 

 

 

 

 

Strategy:  The How 
 

1.  Read aloud from Jim Swift’s “Highest Tide” and ask students to visualize –and generate questions. 
2.  Use ‘Say it in a Poster’ – Text features of a Poster – Big Impact  This is from Nelson’s Grade Four 
3.  Look at title … Infer ‘What does the author want us to understand but hasn’t said it –  Be a Reader 
Detective”. 
4.  You will be reading Non-Fiction genres 
5. Descriptive Text Pattern/Topic Sub-Headings, Details . . .  
6. Visualize Sounds/Smells/See . . .,from large poster “ It’s a whole new world 
 
 
 

Chunking -  

1. Read to end of pg. 5 – Listen for key words . Focus in on first paragraph of Swift’s book  Think Alouds 
focus on new eyes or new way of seeing tidal flats. Key words g.o or AQlpha Boxes could be used 

2. Identify  creatures A – B Structured Talk to build schema around flora fauna of tidal pools. 

3.Read remaining selections and note text features that have helped you answer your questions. 

 

 

 

 

 

Demonstrate understanding in a variety of ways.  Transform personalize information…Re-organize new 
information to remember it. Create a poster for Tidal Pools.  Use other sources plus Swift’s book. 
1. What is the topic?  How is the Text Organized?. 
2. A – B I am visualizing Lobsters, Kelp, Sea Urchins.  What level of  tidal pool am I describing. 
3. Riddle Box:  Clues – Draw on Back .the tidal pool level  . .  
Describe a plant or animal that could survive in a tidal pool splash zone, Add levels, Word Search for 
Vocab, tidal pools eg: lichen, algae, limpet 4. Connect with Pacific Biological Station.Authentic writing 
 

 

 

Assessment   If students are engaged and I have modeled this lesson 

effectively, I will see that my students can (evidence): 

1. Habitat=Define + identify Tidal 
Pools – What is a Tide? a, b, c, 

2. Special Adaptations for creatures 

3. Text features of Descriptive Text 

Single Topic – Sub headings Details 

4.Student Poster meets student 
generated criteria.   

 
 
3. 4. 

What still needs to be learned?  What criteria/evidence charts could be created. 
 
 Students will organize facts through web or table chart.  This will indicate understanding of big 
ideas and supporting details and  will aid paragraph descriptive writing genre.   

Processing  
“Note Taking /  
Holding Your  
Thinking” 
strategies should 
be used without 
coaching. 
 Transforming/  
Personalizing 

“Learning only 
occurs through 
dialogue that 
allows for two 
consciousnesses 
to inform and 
shape each 
other… 

 


